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B-field homogeneity in the Ramsey cells

Transient-field shielding of Ramsey cells

A Ramsey resonance is carried out on stored UCN under a high 
electric feld. A non-zero electric dipole moment (EDM) will 
result in a shifed Larmor precession frequency, detected by 
spin analysis of detected UCN. The statstcal uncertainty of 
this EDM measurement is limited by UCN numbers, 
polarisaton, storage tme and applied electric feld (see box 1). 

UCN stored in the resonance cells (Ramsey cells) are subject to 
depolarisaton due to inhomogeneous B-felds[1]. Additonally, the net 
moton of stored UCN under gravity in an inhomogeneous B-feld introduces 
an EDM-like Larmor frequency shif, proportonal to E, which is a signifcant 
systematc error (see box 2). B-feld gradients of 10 nT/m at the Ramsey cells 
would produce systematc errors at 10-27 e cm level[2]. For these reasons the 
homogeneity of the B-feld at the Ramsey cells must be optmised.

Components for the superfuid vessel, 
HV supply and Ramsey cells must be 
carefully selected for magnetc 
homogeneity. Currently a vessel of 
316LN stainless steel is used for 
superfuid containment, commercial 
ceramic HV feeds, and a Be/BeO Ramsey 
cell. Detailed magnetc profling was 
carried out in 2010 and 2012 (see box 
3), revealing gradients of up to 1 µT/m. 
Applicaton of felds from 19 correcton 
coils can increase storage polarisaton 
tme T2 from 2 s to 23 s (see box 4).

Development of non-magnetc 
cryogenic components is required for 
improved experimental performance. 
Stainless steel components may be 
used if carefully scanned, selected 
and machined. Tests for integrity of 
G10 GRP-to-stainless large-diameter 
seals under superfuid He-II flling 
indicate that a new superfuid vessel 
may be fabricated using this 
technique (see box 5). Use of G10 
GRP insulator in new HV feed designs 
is also under investgaton.

Transient magnetc felds during Ramsey resonance cycles must be limited 
to below 10 fT to reduce the systematc error due to B drif to 10-27 ecm 

(see box 7). Transient felds in the laboratory have been measured at the 
10 nT level, necessitatng a total shielding factor of 106 or more for the 
Ramsey cells.

The existng shielding, 
consistng of coaxial 
mumetal and cryogenic lead 
cylinders, is compromised 
by a persistent-mode 
niobium-ttanium solenoid 
(providing B0) inside the 

lead shield, reducing the 
overall shielding factor to 
5500 (see box 8). A 
proposed repair is to insert 
an inner superconductng 
shield to atenuate the feld 
inside the solenoid.

Testng of a 1/12th scale model has verifed both the reduced 
shielding factor of the shield-solenoid system and the 
increased shielding factor of a tn inner shield. The installaton 
of a full-sized inner tn shield is under way. We expect that the 
resultng shielding factor will be increased by around 1720, to 
a value in excess of 9 x 106.

8. Shielding the CryoEDM Ramsey cells from 
transient B-felds; (top) current confguraton, 
(below) proposed ISS.

9. Measured response to external feld perturbaton in 1/12th scale 
model; (blue) current confguraton, (red) proposed ISS.

1. Statstcal uncertainty in EDM measurement with 
stored UCN; E, applied electric feld, T, Ramsey cells 
storage tme, N, number of detected neutrons.

3. Axial B-feld due to stainless steel 
superfuid vessel. ΔB < 10 µT/m.

4. Improved storage polarisaton tme T2 afer correcton coil 

(7 axial, 12 azimuthal) current optmisaton.

5. Superfuid testng of non-magnetc seal; (blue) He-II 
temperature, (red) leak rate.

6. 150 kV low-mag HV 
feedthrough  for He-II 
vessel.
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2. False EDM due to v x E effect; ∂B0z/∂z 

feld gradient in axial directon, vxy net 

moton of UCN CoM.

7. False EDM signal d due to fuctuaton in axial feld ∆B(t) 
during resonance cycle. 

CryoEDM upgrade
The CryoEDM experiment is now ready to be moved 
to a new dedicated cold neutron beamline at ILL. 
The fnal commissioning run at H53 was completed 
in July 2013 and reinstallaton will begin in 2015. A 
polarised 9 Å beam with an intensity of 1.2 x 108 n 
cm-2 s-1 will be available, a fourfold increase on the 
old cold neutron beam intensity.

During 2013/14, off-line upgrade work will be 
undertaken. A superconductng inner shield will be 
installed and evaluated (right) and further non-
magnetc components produced for the Ramsey 
cells volume (top). The development of a new HV 
feed to allow simultaneous ± E measurements in the 
Ramsey cells is planned in order to allow further 
control of systematc effects. Cryogenic 
performance of the horizontal shield cryostat will be 
improved through the reducton of heatload and 
installaton of additonal pre-cooling, with the aim 
of reducing overall system cooldown tmes. 
Additonal modifcatons may be made to allow 
pressurisaton of the He-II with the aim of 
suppressing HV breakdown initated by bubble 
formaton.
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